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WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE 
the 203 First Nations and their Indigenous territories 

upon which those in British Columbia’s motion picture 
industry live and work. Learn about B.C.’s Indigenous 

territories, languages and communities on the  
First Peoples’ Map of B.C. and native_land.ca Read the 

ON-SCREEN PROTOCOLS & PATHWAYS, A Media 
Production Guide to Working with First Nations, Métis 

and Inuit Communities, Cultures, Concepts and Stories.  
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CDC One Health recognizes that the health of people is connected 
to the health of animals, and our shared environment.  Disrupted 
ecosystems are more likely to result in new pathogens and taking 
care of nature will be vital to preventing future pandemics.  

The Honourable John Horgan, Premier of British Columbia, has 
outlined B.C.’s Restart Plan; the CleanBC plan will be at the center 
of our economic recovery focusing on greenhouse gas emission 
reduction in transportation, increased electrification of 
infrastructure, implementation of cleaner and more efficient 
technology and better waste management practices. 

 

Provincial Health Officer 
  

BC’s Restart Plan 
 

COVID-19 Resources 
Government of B.C. 

Motion Picture Industry  
COVID-19 Resources 

Related Environmental 
Resources 

WorkSafeBC Protocols for 
Motion Picture 

B.C. Motion Picture 
Industry COVID-19 Safety 

Guidelines 
CDC One Health 

BC COVID-19 Go-Forward 
Management Strategy 

Anim&VFX Alliance Return 
to Studio Guide 

CleanBC 

BC Centre for Disease 
Control 

BC Post-Production 
COVID-19 Guidelines 

World Health 
Organization (WHO)  

COVID-19) 

Please note that all productions must have a COVID-19 Safety Plan. Productions can 
continue following sustainability measures while properly protecting people when 

returning to work and thereafter.  In addition, recommendations are purposely generic 
and should be elaborated and adapted for specific situations. 

AN IMPASSE 
WITH  

OPPORTUNITY 

INTERCONNECTION 
of INDUSTRY & 

ENVIRONMENT 

Adaptations are now being made by B.C.’s motion picture industry to 
protect the health and safety of the workforce and of the public during 
this global pandemic. The challenge is great, and the stakes are high. 
Making changes will require us to cultivate the qualities of focus, 
discipline, and consistency. But within this challenge, Reel Green sees a 
strong window of opportunity to leverage these same qualities in our 
continued and collective pursuit of greener practices on set and beyond. 
By placing health and safety at the top of our industry’s priority list, we are 
also promoting our focus on environmental sustainability to the top of the 
agenda. 

Now, at this impasse and in lockstep with new health and safety practices, 
we must also embed environmentally conscious practices in our work. 
Combining our approach, we can protect the health, safety, resilience, 
and sustainability of this industry—the one about which we are passionate 
and within which we are connected. The health of our community relies 
on the health of our planet and its biodiversity.   

Note that all activities in B.C.’s motion picture industry are guided by the 
Provincial Health Officer’s advice and the Province of British Columbia’s 
restart plan. 
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Reel Green’s work has never been more critical to ensuring a 
resilient and thriving future.  We can combat the climate crisis with 
environmentally conscious health and safety choices to protect our 
families, coworkers and communities. Together, we will make film 
and TV production safer, healthier and Reel Green, all at the same 
time.  

With long-term resilience in mind, we should preserve or improve 
the integrity and health of the ecosystems, communities and 
environments in which we work. This foundational concept will 
support them to remain strong, to continue supporting us, and to 
thrive in the future. 

Reel Green is here to support industry in environmental 
stewardship, and to improve the industry’s foundational relationship 
to the planet, which supports us all.  
 
The following environmental priorities will underpin Reel Green’s 
focus in B.C.’s return to work.  Each priority is detailed in the 
following sections. 
 
A GREENER RETURN DURING COVID-19 
Foundational Priorities 
 

1. ENERGY & EMISSIONS Transition to cleaner sources of energy; 
reduce carbon emissions and air pollution. 

2. SOURCING & LOCALIZATION Source reused and compostable 
materials, FSC Lauan or responsible alternatives for set builds; 
reduce red meat and source more plant-based, locally sourced, 
seasonal, organic food. 

3. DIGITAL & TECHNOLOGY Prioritize optimizing a digital workflow. 

4. FORESIGHT & PLANNING Prioritize material reuse, smarter 
design, responsible waste management. 

5. COMMUNICATION & ENGAGEMENT Share safety and 
environmental sustainability plans with the entire crew and 
ensure everyone understands them. 

6. KNOWLEDGE Become Reel Green and sign-up for the Climate 
and Sustainable Production and Carbon Calculator courses, free 
to anyone working in the film industry. 
 

FOUNDATIONS for a  
GREENER RETURN 
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A Harvard study found that a small increase in particulate matter, 

often associated with diesel exhaust, led to a large increase in 
COVID-19 death rates. The same practices that improve air quality 
reduce carbon emissions, aiding in the fight against climate change. 
Accelerating the integration of the below practices into standard 
production protocols is crucial for the future of our collective 
health—for the environments in which our cast, crew, and 
communities live and work, and well beyond. 
 
The Reel Green Clean Energy Committee is made up of motion 

picture stakeholders in B.C. Its mission is to support clean energy 
sources to reduce the film industry’s reliance on fossil fuels. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
TRANSPORTATION, EQUIPMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE 

NO IDLING POLICY 
• Enforce a strict no idling policy for all equipment and vehicles 
• Communicate that keeping the air clean around set is most 

important and vehicles are to turn off unless loading or moving 

FUEL EFFICIENT/CLEAN VEHICLES 
• Prioritize hybrid/electric vehicle options (passenger cars, vans, 

shuttles, etc.)  
• Choose the most fuel-efficient vehicle 
• Choose the right size vehicles and consolidate equipment 

and/or carry smaller truck packages where possible keeping 
WorksafeBC recommendations in mind regarding the 
transportation of workers 

• Request plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles and demonstrate 
industry demand to suppliers 

• Alternative means of transport such as cycling should be 
encouraged 

USE CLEAN ENERGY SOURCES/LIMIT DIESEL 
GENERATORS 
• Limit generator use by accessing grid power 
• Use battery power sources when grid power is unavailable 
• Request Level 3 generators which are the most fuel efficient 
• Connect monitors, cameras, or non-lighting equipment to 

auxiliary batteries allowing for less down time between set ups 
and faster turnarounds 

  

1 

ENERGY & 
EMISSIONS 
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LED SET LIGHTING 
• Maximize use of LED set lighting, reducing energy use by up to 

70-80% per fixture and decreasing cooling needs 
• LED fixtures are lighter, use less cable, and often can be 

remotely controlled and powered by batteries 

GRID ACCESS  
• Ensure stage spaces and long-term leases of building have 

access to grid power and use house power as much as possible 
• Install energy efficient lighting and appliances 
• Contact the Reel Green Clean Energy Committee for support 

with electrifying buildings, stages and vehicle charge points 
and incentive opportunities. 

• Support grid-connected charging infrastructure (avoid charging 
with diesel generators)  

 

 
The return and restart of productions can be a catalyst to rethink 
how we implement all of our sustainable practices on set. A perfect 
place to start is by taking a closer look at what we are purchasing. 
To reduce the chances of COVID-19 transmission, consider buying 
local. This not only reduces the distribution points where products 
are handled but also reduces the fuel used for transportation. 
Returning to business as usual is no longer realistic. As we rethink 
our processes during the global pandemic, we can apply our 
mindful approach more broadly and build back better. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
CRAFT SERVICES, CONSTRUCTION, SUPPLIES 

FOOD/CRAFT SERVICES/CATERING  
Implement measures that reduce the risk of transmission of the 
virus. The objectives of the practices below are to prioritize plant-
based local food, reusable items, and allow personal reusable items 
where safe and select single use items that have the lowest 
environmental impacts.  

It is important to follow up-to-date guidance for food businesses 
provided by the BC Centre for Disease Control and Vancouver 
Coastal Health. 

  

2. 

SOURCING & 
LOCALIZATION 
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SOURCING FOOD  
• Reduce red meat (beef and lamb) and increase plant-based 

options 
o Beef production is the largest driver of tropical 

deforestation 
• Purchase local, seasonal organic food as much as possible 

REUSE (WHEN SAFETY PERMITS)  
• Over 100 health experts from around the world signed a 

statement that reusable systems can be used safely by 
employing basic hygiene. 

• Reusable cutlery, plates, to-go containers, and water bottles still 
remain a safe option and can greatly help to reduce plastic 
waste  
o Use cloth napkins to wrap cutlery and hand out individually 
o Catering/Craft Service may plate the food and hand to 

crew  
• To ensure cleanliness of reusable service ware provided by 

production, install and use an industrial dishwasher at the 
studio/production office/catering home base 

• Communicate guidelines for allowing personal reusable water 
bottles, tumblers/mugs, and cutlery for those that wish to do so.  

WATER REFILL STATIONS  
• Provide refill stations for crew 
• Consider “touchless” or flat panel water machines  
• Create instructional signs about refilling etiquette, sanitation 

and any additional waste bins for wipes  
• If cups are provided, choose compostable paper - not plastic.  
• Consider no contact refill services for coffee or water.  

SINGLE USE WATER 
• Provide water in aluminum cans 

o Canned water is preferred as aluminum cans are infinitely 
recyclable and accepted in all recycling markets 

o Twist (screw) tops options are available 
o Where possible, choose brands manufactured local to 

shooting location 
• Boxed water in bulk (10L or 5L boxes) can also be considered 

as a way to avoid single use plastic water bottles 
• Avoid single use plastic bottles 
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SINGLE USE FOOD SERVICE PRODUCTS 
• Source recycled content or SFI/FSC certified fiber based 

compostable products instead of single use plastics  
o Paper cups and fiber lids 
o Fiber based to-go containers 
o Wood cutlery - the preferred material type  

• PLA/CPL (Polylactic acid, a bioplastic type material) is not 
composted in Metro Vancouver, and therefore is not a 
preferred option. 

• Plastic is not recommended, as it is a petroleum-based product 
with low recycling rates.  A recent study by the New England 
Journal of Medicine found that the COVID-19 virus lives longer 
on plastic than copper, cardboard, and stainless steel.  

• Absolutely no foam (polystyrene #6) cups or service ware to be 
provided 

CONSTRUCTION/SET BUILDING 
• Reuse set materials as much as possible to reduce the amount 

of new building materials purchased  
• When purchasing, choose FSC Lauan or other responsible 

alternatives to protect tropical forests and biodiversity 
• Design and build sets so that they can be easily deconstructed 
• Bring all reusable set materials to an establishment that can 

redistribute them for reuse/repurpose 

REUSABLE BAGS 
• Cloth reusable bags can be used for shopping or wardrobe if 

they are washed regularly. Refer to the BC CDC guide for 
cleaning and disinfecting laundry.  

• If bagging equipment, consider placing it in reusable bags  

FOOD DONATIONS 
• Maintain food safety protocols, including storing food at an 

appropriate temperature, and continue donating food to local 
shelters 

• Hunger relief agencies have experienced a reduction in 
available food, during a time of increased need 

CLEANING SUPPLIES 
• Choose soaps, cleaners and detergents with environmental 

certifications, ensuring that they are also CDC acceptable. 
• Source paper products (hand towels, tissues and toilet paper) 

containing 100% recycled content 
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Current necessity to mitigate risk of virus transmission across shared 
surfaces will accelerate the transition to paperless sets. This health 
and safety adjustment will simultaneously facilitate the sustainability 
goal to increase digital communication and limit hard copy 
distributions. This practice should be maintained even after the 
pandemic has passed as it improves efficiency, security of 
information, and sustainability on set. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
WORKFLOWS, LOCATIONS, LOGISTICS 

NORMALIZE DIGITAL WORKFLOW 
PRODUCTION, POST-PRODUCTION AND ACCOUNTING  
• Digitize production and accounting processes 

o Eliminate hard copy distribution of production documents 
(call sheets, schedules, scripts, sides)  

o Mandate digital start packets, timecards, contracts, PO’s 
and other accounting procedures 

o Prioritize ACH and/or direct deposit for both payroll and 
vendor payments 

o View the list of apps for digitizing production workflow 
• Limit in-person meetings 
• Hold virtual meetings whenever possible 
• If printing is required, copy double sided and use 100% 

recycled content paper  
• Prioritize reusing office supplies, if purchasing new, choose 

those with environmental attributes (e.g., post-consumer 
recycled content or renewable materials.) 

SCOUTING 
• Use photo libraries and virtual tour scouting   
• Have a dedicated scout provide a live-virtual tour, done 

remotely via video conference or filmed and shared 
• Minimize people on pre-production scouts; reducing 

transportation needed 

PRODUCTION SUPPORT 
• Consider technology such as Q-take or Tera-Vuer to replace the 

need for video village  
• Modify EPK/BTS by installing fixed cameras and conducting 

remote interviews  
• Consider CGI and visual effects options as well as innovative 

virtual location technologies (e.g. volumetric capture) 

3. 

DIGITAL & 
TECHNOLOGY 
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CleanBC aims to divert 95% of organic waste from the landfills, yet 
for health and safety reasons during COVID-19, single use items are 
expected to increase upon return to work. Additionally, the collapse 
of recycling markets compounds the fact that COVID-19 is causing 
reduced back end sorting.  All of this combined presents an 
environmental dilemma for productions seeking to be both safer 
and greener during the pandemic.  
 
To address these increased challenges, it becomes exponentially 
more important that industry implement standard waste and 
recycling protocols on set. As we return, we must accept 
responsibility to balance these many considerations – placing safety 
first with an eye toward clever solutions that keep single use 
products sustainable and that support their proper sorting, 
separation, and recycling upon disposal. Additionally, keeping food 
and wood waste out of landfill will reduce methane emissions, a 
potent greenhouse gas and contributor to climate change.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
WASTE, COLLECTION, DISPOSAL 

WASTE MANAGEMENT: ON SET COLLECTION  
• Compost (green bin) – Organics and Food Waste  

o Avoid compostable plastics (PLA) - these are not 
composted in Metro Vancouver, they go to landfill 

o Use fiber based compostable materials (e.g., paper towels, 
clam shells, and wood utensils)  

o Increase the number of bins for compost if all food service 
items are compostable 

• Recycle (blue bin) – Cans, Bottles, Glass, PPE 
o Check with your local hauler to confirm what additional 

materials are accepted  
o Paper (dedicated or shred bin) – Always put paper in 

designated paper recycling or shred bins 
o Cardboard boxes should be broken down and put in 

designated collection locations for recycling 
• Landfill (black or grey bin) – Everything else: all mixed materials 

including non-recyclable plastics  
• Ensure an adequate number of collection bins are available to 

prep and wrap crews including construction mills and 
department warehouses. Review the Reel Green guidance on 
bin placement.  

4. 

FORESIGHT & 
PLANNING 
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• Set up specific recycling bins to collect PPE (booties, face 
shields, masks, gloves, ear plugs, etc.)  

• Anyone handling waste materials must be trained in the safe 
disposal and mitigation of transmission risk.  

 

CONSTRUCTION MILL AND SET STRIKES  
• Ensure wood and construction materials are placed into 

dedicated construction and demolition (C&D) dumpsters 
• Keep wood out of mixed waste dumpsters; use wood only tilt 

hoppers at stages if space is limited 
 

 
Just as COVID-19 Safety Plans ensure clarity and understanding 
across the entire production’s workforce (relevant to health and 
safety measures), so too is it imperative that environmental 
protocols are clearly articulated, distributed and regularly 
reinforced to cast and crew. This ensures awareness of all best 
practices and increases a production’s capacity to follow them.   

Engaging all stakeholders in the conversation about environmental 
sustainability issues – from studio executives, vendors, the 
communities in which we film, and ultimately through to our viewers 
– is more important now than ever. Engaging everyone from 
leadership to locations will ensure the health and vitality of people 
and the planet. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
CULTURE, COMMUNITY, MODELING 

EDUCATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
• Designate a person or department heads to be responsible for 

implementing waste and recycling procedures and insure this 
person is adequately trained on safe disposal and storage (ie. 
lids on bins) 

• Educate crew about what goes where, maintain hands-free lids 
and clear signage throughout the production  

 
EMBEDDING SUSTAINABLE PRACTICE IN 
PRODUCTION CULTURE 
• Use tools and resources available on Reel Green (reelgreen.ca) 

and GreenProductionGuide.com 

5. 

COMMUNICATE & 
ENGAGE 
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o Communicate and follow sustainable production practices  
o Continue to track carbon data; Use the Reel Green Carbon 

Calculator   
o Use vendors with green products or services. See the Reel 

Green Vendor List for a list of vetted businesses who have 
demonstrated sustainability in their business practices. 

• Sustainability support  
o Engage a sustainability PA and/or a Sustainable Production 

Manager to work with all crew on the practices noted 
herein.  

o Visit the Reel Green website (reelgreen.ca) for ideas, 
practices and resources. 

COMMUNICATION 
• Communicate to crew early in prep that sustainability on set is a 

priority 
• Use the call sheet to communicate safety and environmental 

messages  
• Include sustainability guidelines and trainings in top of the 

morning announcements 
• Post and email sustainable recommendations to cast and crew 

throughout prep and shoot to crew 
• Maintain clear sustainability signage in offices, stages, locations 

COMMUNITY 
• Support your local community and organize food, material or 

financial drives  
• Continue to donate excess catering and set decoration food, 

following health and safety protocols 

SUSTAINABILITY ON SCREEN 
• Continue to incorporate environmental storylines, and model 

sustainable behaviors and messaging on-screen, including 
clean vehicles, plant-based meals, reusable bottles and bags, 
and no single use plastics, etc. If reuse is unavoidable, use 
canned water (vs. plastic bottles) and paper bags (vs. plastic) 
on-screen  
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During the global pandemic, being knowledgeable and well-
informed is key to remaining virus-free. The Provincial Health Office 
and tools from government are providing a platform for British 
Columbians to keep current with the facts so we can behave 
accordingly. 

Similarly, Reel Green is the industry platform that enables our 
workforce to anchor the knowledge needed to understand the facts 
and principles of environmentally sustainable production practice. 
This knowledge informs and activates conscious behaviours that will 
continue to reduce negative impacts of the motion picture industry 
on the planet.  All members of the industry are encouraged to take 
advantage of the free, educational resources provided by Reel 
Green and to support every B.C. production’s design and 
achievement of sustainability goals. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
REEL GREEN COURSES, TOOLS, RESOURCES 
 
REEL GREEN CLIMATE AND SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTION COURSE 
• Take the course and learn about climate science and what 

productions can do to minimize impacts 
• 2-hrs, online 
• Register on creativebc.com 

 
REEL GREEN CARBON CALCULATOR 
• It is the expectation that all productions calculate their carbon 

footprint so our industry can measure impacts and contribute to 
CleanBC 

• The web-based Reel Green Carbon Calculator is available now 
• 1-hr online training is available 

 
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION PRACTICES 
• View a list of sustainable production practices beyond what is in 

this document  
• Decide what you can do to enhance sustainability on your set 

 
BE REEL GREEN VIDEO 
• In this 12-minutes Be Reel Green video, get inspired, learn 

more about Reel Green and take away 10 actions you can do to 
green your production 

  

6. 

KNOWLEDGE 
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COVID-19 SAFETY GUIDELINES 
 
Written by industry, for industry, the COVID-19 Safety Guidelines 
are the industry’s best resource for the creation of a production’s 
mandatory COVID-19 Safety Plan. Every production must have one 
and WorkSafeBC provides a COVID-19 Safety Plan template for all 
businesses to use. 
 
The government-reviewed Safety Guidelines were developed by 
the B.C. Motion Picture Industry COVID-19 Best Practices Coalition, 
facilitated by Creative BC and following WorkSafeBC’s Health & 
Safety Protocols for a safe return to operations in the motion picture 
industry.  Assessing and minimizing risk of virus transmission is a 
central tenet of the guidelines. The following environmental 
practices can compliment your implementation of your COVID-19 
Safety Plan. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A GREENER RETURN 
 
HYGIENE AND PPE 
 
HYGIENE AND SANITATION 
• Purchase hand sanitizer and hand soaps in bulk and use 

refillable bottles and receptacles 
• Install foot pedal door openers to reduce contact and paper 

towel usage 
• Provide a compost bin in the washrooms and at all 

handwashing stations to collect paper towels 
• High use areas being used to refill water or coffee will require 

enhanced cleaning protocols 
 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
• Masks and Shields 

o Consider asking costumers to make reusable cloth masks 
for crew 

o BYO or provide crew at least 5 sets of cloth masks (one per 
workday) to wash and bring back 

o Consider using washing machines on the lot to launder 
reusable cloth masks 

o Face shields can be wiped and reused 
o PPE can be recycled if handled safely. Set up a separate bin 

to collect PPE and ensure there is clear signage 
• Nitrile gloves: 

o Gloves are not recommended unless you are handling 
food or disinfecting equipment 

o Gloves can be placed in the designated PPE recycling bins 


